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Historical background



Historical background



Synthetic applications



Overview of the simplified catalytic cycle



Key issues to be addressed



What has been studied so far?



Stahl's analysis of the Uemura system



Kinetic analysis - initial rates measured by gas-uptake



Kinetic analysis - O2 order

Which half of the catalytic cycle has the RDS?
At low [O2] the catalyst dies... a common theme in this chemistry
             (see: Stahl et al.  JACS 2006, 128, 4348-4355.)



Kinetic analysis - RCH2OH order

Kinetic isotope effect:

PhCD2OH vs. PhCH2OH
           KIE = 1.5

          PhCHDOH
           KIE = 2.6

What is the difference?



Kinetic analysis - catalyst order

(10 mM = 10 mol%)



Kinetic analysis - catalyst order

pyridine:Pd > 12.5 pyridine:Pd > 8
0.05 equiv AcOH



Kinetic analysis - pyridine order



Kinetic analysis - AcOH order



Kinetic analysis summary



Stahl's proposed mechanism

RDS is β-hydride elimination from Pd-alkoxide



Stahl's proposed mechanism - rate law

What happens at high [PhCH2OH]?



Fractional order in catalyst

With no added AcOH, [AcOH] = [7]

Fractional-order arises from competition between unimolecular
forward and bimolecular reverse reactions

A formal derivation is in the SI of JACS 2004, 126, 11268-11278.



The role of the amine ligand



The effect of Et3N



Sigman's proposal for the Et3N effect

β-hydride elimination is fast enough that deprotonation becomes RDS



Rate law derivation

1.  Write an expression for the rate of formation of 9
2.  Write equilibrium expressions for Keq1, Keq2, and Keq3
3.  Write an expression for [Pd]t (ignore [9])
4.  Substitute each term in [Pd]t until they contain 
     only [Alc], [TEA], [8], and Keq terms
5.  Solve for [8]



Acceleration of β-hydride elimination

From Stahl's proposed mechanism with pyridine/Pd(OAc)2

Hammett study also showed that electron-deficient pyridines
lead to higher oxidation rates

Sigman proposes that the required dissociation
of a pyridine ligand slows the rate of β-hydride elimination

Computational modeling suggests that the Pd-alkoxide
intermediate has two amine ligands with pyridine but only
one amine ligand with Et3N

TS of β-hydride elimination with one bound Et3N:



More on β-hydride elimination



More on β-hydride elimination

Late TS, large amount of Pd-H formation and 
C-H cleavage should lead to a large KIE

No external ligand, so no dissociation necessary Bidentate ligand, associative pathway

Early TS, small amount of Pd-H formation and 
C-H cleavage should lead to a large KIE

Goddard: "reductive β-hydride elimination"
Strong NHC σ-donation prevents Pd-H formation

JACS 2006, 128, 9651-9660.



Stabilization of Pd0



Stabilization of Pd0

Sigman observed that a small amount (2 mol%) of AcOH can dramatically
decrease the formation of Pd black

What two steps above can account for this effect?
(Which species, A-F, can lead to catalyst decomposition?)



Summary of mechanism for substrate oxidation



Palladium reoxidation by O2



Evidence for palladium peroxo intermediate



Evidence for palladium peroxo intermediate



Evidence for direct O2 insertion into Pd-H



What is the current state of the field?


